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Abstrat . One of the main drawbaks when dealing with inverse sattering problems is their in-
trinsi ill-onditioned nature, emphasized by the presene of the noise in the measured data. In
order to avoid/limit this drawbak, this paper presents an innovative fuzzy-logi-based approah.
The proposed fuzzy system allows to take into aount the orrupted nature of the data in a simple
and eetive way. The eetiveness of the proposed inversion strategy is shown by omparing the
ahieved results with those obtained with state-of-the-art inverse sattering tehniques.
1. Introdution
In the framework of the mirowave imaging, some of the main diulties in the reonstrution
proess are ertainly due to the ill-posedness of the inverse problem and to the noisy nature of the
available measured data.
In pratial situations, experimental and environmental noises add to the sattered signals due to the
mehanial positioning of the eletromagneti eld sensors or to the eletromagneti interferenes
in the test-hamber. These fators signiantly aet the result of the eletromagneti imaging
proess (haraterized by an high intrinsi instability), leading to inaurate reonstrutions of the
senario under test.
In the framework of spatial-domain proedures, this drawbak is generally overome by reformu-
lating the original inverse sattering problem in the minimization of a suitable ost funtion. Suh
a funtion provides a measure of the tting between the reonstruted and the available data or-
rupted by the noise. It is omposed of two terms: the data term and the state term whih depend on
the sattered eld in the observation domain and on the inident eld in the investigation domain,
respetively. Suitable multipliative regularization parameters allows one to weight more the one
or the other term, depending on the unertainties assoiated with both of them.
In order to properly exploit the information-ontent available in the noisy data, the proposed ap-
proah avoids a diret estimation of the reliability of the sattering data (beause of the ost and
the omplexity of suh an estimate) and it takes into aount the presene of the noise through a
strategy based on a fuzzy logi [1℄. The fuzzy system determines the values of the weighting regu-
larization parameters estimating, in an unsupervised way, the degree of reliability of the available
data.
The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, the mathematial formulation of the inverse sat-
tering problem is briey resumed and a desription of the fuzzy-logi-based approah is presented
(Set. 3). Setion 4 shows a set of seleted numerial results in order to point out the improvement
brought by the fuzzy system. A nal disussion is reported in Setion 5.
2. Inverse Problem Formulation
Referring to a two-dimensional problem haraterized by a ylindrial geometry, a set of TM plane
waves (Eincv (x, y)zˆ, v = 1, ..V ) suessively illuminates an unknown investigation domain, whose
eletromagneti parameters (or the objet funtion τ(x, y)) have to be determined. The bakground
medium is assumed to be homogeneous (haraterized by a dieletri permittivity ε0) and lossless.
The relation between dieletri properties of the investigation domain and sattered elds is math-
ematially desribed through the well-known integral inverse sattering equations [2℄. Their dis-
retized version, obtained subdividing the investigation domain by N retangular basis funtions,
is reported in (1) and (3):
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1 being the Bessel funtion of rst kind and the 0-th and rst-order Hankel funtion
of the seond kind, respetively; Etotv (xn, yn) is the unknown eletri eld in the investigation domain
and ρvmn =
√(
xm(v) − xn
)2
+
(
ym(v) − yn
)2
.
Through a multi-view/multi-illumination measurement system the data of the inverse sattering
problem are aquired. The sattered eletri eld Escattv (xm(v) , ym(v)) is olleted at eah view, v =
1, ..., V , in M(v) measurement points equally-spaed along a irular observation domain. Moreover,
the inident eld Eincv (x, y) is measured, without the satterer, in the investigation domain.
Then, the objet funtion τ(xn, yn) as well as E
tot
v (xn, yn) are retrieved after the minimization of a
suitable ost funtion dened, aording to the fuzzy-logi approah, in Setion 3.
3. The Fuzzy-Logi-Based Approah
The fuzzy-logi system ats between the data aquisition and the denition of the ost funtion to be
minimized, by determining the values of a set of weighting oeients (αmv and β
n
v ,m(v) = 1, ...,M(v) ,
v = 1, ..., V , n = 1, ..., N) that express the reliability of eah sample of the measured sattered and
inident eld. Consequently, the arising ost funtion turns out to be
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In order to dene the weighting oeients by taking into aount the presene of the noise on the
measurement data, the eetiveness of a fuzzy-logi strategy an be fully exploited.
Firstly, the sattering data are normalized (normalization step) by means of the omputation of
the following oeients
ηmv =
∣∣∣Escattv (xm,ym)Etotv (xm,ym)
∣∣∣
max {ηmv }
ξnv =
∣∣Eincv (xn, yn)∣∣
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v = 1, ..., V ; m(v) = 1, ...,M(v) (6)
Then, the fuzzyation step follows. Let us dene a set of heuristially-dened rules ℜ, om-
posed by a set of anteedents (Λ) and relative onsequenes (C). The system inputs (ηmv , ξ
n
v ) are
transformed into their fuzzy ounterparts (ϕ (ηvm) , ϕ (ξ
v
n)) by assoiating to eah sample a gaussian
membership funtion [1℄. Suh a proess allows to ativate a rule aording to the degree of simi-
larity between ϕ(•) and the anteedent of the rule in Λ. An ativated rule is haraterized by an
ativation value that determines the degree of truth of every onsequene of C. Finally a defuzzier
provides the reliability index (αvm, β
v
n) by onsidering the omposition of the ativated onsequenes
of C.
Suessively, the ost funtion (where eah measured data ontributes aording to own reliability
index) is minimized by means of a suitable gradient-based minimization algorithm [3℄.
4. Numerial Results
To assess the eetiveness of the proposed fuzzy-based methodology, the referene square (1.2λ0-
sided) ylindrial prole (τ = 1.0+ j0.0) has been onsidered (Fig. 1(a)). The investigation domain
(4λ0 in side), disretized in N = 100 square ells, has been illuminated through a set of V = 8 TM
plane waves. The inversion data, haraterized by a white gaussian noise with SNR = 10 dB, have
been olleted in M(v) = 35 (v = 1, .., V ) measurement points.
For omparison purposes, the results when the fuzzy system is onsidered have been ompared to
those of a standard approah. The quality improvement in the nal reonstrution an be learly
observed in Fig. 1() (with respet to Fig. 1(b) where the prole retrieved with the standard
proedure is shown). For ompleteness, Figure 2 shows a omparison between the dereasing of the
ost funtion during the iterative minimization proess with and without the fuzzy system.
5. Conlusions
In this paper, an innovative approah to inverse sattering problems has been presented. The
approah allows a simple and eetive introdution of the information on the reliability of olleted
noisy data. Suh an information is introdued into the ost funtion to be minimized through
suitable regularization oeients determined by means of a fuzzy-logi system. The advantages of
the fuzzy-logi-based strategy over standard inversion approahes have been preliminarily assessed
by onsidering a set of numerial experiments.
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Figure 1. Atual prole (a). Reonstruted prole obtained with (b) the Standard Tehnique and () with
the Fuzzy Strategy.
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Figure 2. Behavior of the ost funtion
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